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Our Vision:   Engage, Inspire, Empower 
Students are engaged in intellectual pursuits, inspired to challenge the 

present, and empowered to adapt, innovate, and succeed today and tomorrow. 

 
Our Mission: 
Inspired by our students' infinite potential, Noblesville Schools 

ensures student-centered learning that seamlessly integrates inquiry 
learning, 21st Century Skills, and technology in an interdisciplinary, authentic 
approach to learning. 

 
The Hinkle Creek Learning Community works to meet the diverse 

educational needs of its students in a positive and safe learning environment. 

 
Hinkle Creek Beliefs 

 
• The staff will hold high expectations for learning and behavior based 

on the C.L.A.S.S. Lifeskills for all students and staff. 
• The staff will explore new initiatives for student learning. 
• The staff will act in a professional and supportive manner with 

collaboration, attitude, and appearance. 
• The staff will treat students as individuals and plan their education 

accordingly. 
• The staff will respect the importance of the parents’ role in their 

children’s education. 
	  
   

   
  

Noblesville Schools and Hinkle 
Creek Elementary School 

 Vision and Mission Statement 
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Hinkle Creek School Profile 
 

Narrative Description of School, Community, and Educational Programs:  
Hinkle Creek Elementary School is a K-5 facility currently serving 941 students in a 
neighborhood setting.  Occupied in 1980 as a new educational facility, Hinkle Creek has 
experienced numerous transitions over the past 30 years including three redistricting 
formats and boundary adjustments, socio-economic clientele changes, and grade 
level/program re-configurations.   
 
In addition to offering a challenging curriculum to all students at every level Hinkle 
Creek also provides numerous programs for its students with exceptional needs such as, 
FOCUS (High Ability) in grades 3-5, Advanced Mathematics in grade 2, Moderate 
Disabilities (Lifeskills), Functional Academic Program, Mild Disabilities, Learning 
Disabilities, Emotional Disabilities, and English Language Learners (ELL).  A full 
compliment of therapy services are offered in conjunction with these same programs.  
Hinkle Creek is fortunate to maintain the services of a full-time nurse, a school counselor, 
school psychologist, and a school social worker.   
 
Remediation (Success Maker and Leveled Literacy Intervention) and enrichment 
(Academic Extracurricular Programs or AEP in grades K-5) programs are offered before 
and after school.  Hinkle Creek also provides before and after school childcare (At Your 
School Child Services or AYS) for parents who wish to have their children involved in a 
program that is well connected to the daily expectations of the school.   
 
The Hinkle Creek Elementary School demographic profile is narrow when it comes to 
diversity.  It is fair to note that the school does not qualify for any state or federally 
funded resources.  All of the remediation services, with the exception of special 
education, are provided by in-house and highly qualified and professional staff that share 
responsibilities and believe no child should ever be left behind.  
 
In 2012-13, Hinkle Creek added the fifth grade class to our school.  At this time, over a 
one hundred and fifty 5th graders have been enrolled in our school.  Please keep this in 
mind when viewing academic data later in this document. 
 
The demographic figures below are based on the 2013-14 school year.  
% Male Students = 54% 
% Female Students = 46% 
% White Students = 93 % 
% Hispanic = 2 % 
% Multiracial = 1.4 % 
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% Black = 3 % 
% Asian = 0.6 % 
% American Indian = 0.1 % 
 
% English Language  = 98.8 % English Language Speaking 
1.2 %  = English 2nd Language 
76 % = Paid Lunches 
19 % = Free/Reduced Lunch 
13 % = Special Education 
87 % = General Education  
 
Attendance: 
The overall 2013-14 school year attendance rate was 96%. 
 
Hinkle Creek has always believed in its "Miss A Day, Miss A Lot" attendance slogan as 
it reinforces the thought “everyday is important” for all students and staff.   The internal 
drive to challenge all students is due to the hard work by the staff in conjunction with 
parents who are heavily involved in their child’s education.   A result of this collaborative 
effort has been duly noted by the Indiana Department of Education as it has recognized 
Hinkle Creek Elementary School as a Four Star School 22 times since 1989. 
 
Description and Location of Curriculum: 
Noblesville Schools, as adopted by the Noblesville School Board of Trustees, utilizes the 
Indiana Department of Education state standards as the required curriculum for all 
students K-12.  The curriculum may be accessed by visiting the IDOE website at 
ideanet.doe.state.in.us. Indiana Academic Standards (IAS) and Indiana College and 
Career Readiness Standards (CCR) provide the learning targets for all content areas.  
Noblesville School’s grade level curriculum mapping provides the scope and sequence 
for the four major content areas.   The curriculum may be accessed by visiting the 
Noblesville Schools’ website. This direct connection to the IAS and CCSS ensures that 
all students at Hinkle Creek Elementary School enjoy a rigorous and challenging 
educational opportunity.   
 
Parental Participation: 
The Hinkle Creek community takes pride in its strong parental participation.  Attendance 
during conferences has averaged 98 percent over the past six years.  Becoming an active 
part of our learning environment is encouraged through many channels.  Parents can 
volunteer in classrooms, the library, eat lunch with their child, help out on fieldtrips, class 
parties, school-wide events such as the fall festival Haunted Hinkle or the spring carnival, 
Hinkle Heyday, become a member of the P.T.O., serve on the Hinkle Creek Elementary 
School Improvement Committee, the Noblesville Schools Advisory Committee, High 
Ability Committee, Textbook Adoption Committee, PBIS Committee, Safe Schools 
Committee, and work within the many programs provided by Hinkle Creek. 
 
Safe and Disciplined Learning Environment: 
Hinkle Creek provides a safe environment for learning.  Visitors to our school follow a 
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sign-in procedure and are required to wear nametags for identification.  A new security 
system was installed in August of 2013.  This system requires visitors to remain outside 
until a staff member can “buzz” or release the lock to enter.  Once inside the office area, 
the visitor must also be allowed to enter the school hallways.  Access to the hallways can 
only be gained by activating the locking device. A person can only gain access from a 
Hinkle Creek staff member.    
 
Parent volunteers participate in a criminal history screening process in compliance with 
the Noblesville Schools volunteer policy.  New parents must participate in the 
background screening no matter the grade level.  All exterior doors are locked at all times.  
All visitors must report directly to the main office where they must sign in and wear a 
visitor's badge.  If there is any doubt as to identification a driver's license check is then 
required.  No student is released from school until the responsible adult is recognized or 
identified.  All staff members are required to wear Noblesville School’s nametags and are 
easily recognized. 
 
The C.L.A.S.S. Lifeskills are used as common behavioral language within the Hinkle 
Creek culture.  In addition, the Hinkle Creek Pledge is recited each morning to guide 
student behavior.  The CHAMPS program consists of fifth grade students who have been 
chosen by their peers and trained to help students at Hinkle Creek solve problems with 
each other in a peaceful way.  Noblesville Safe Schools Committee is comprised of 
members of the community, Hinkle Creek parents, as well as school staff and meets at 
regular intervals throughout the year to discuss safety upgrades and/or programs that will 
aid in ensuring a safer learning environment.  The Hinkle Creek Safety and Crisis 
Committee regularly reviews building level procedures that all members of the school 
staff are expected to practice.  Monthly crisis drills are conducted to see if procedures are 
being followed as expected and to demonstrate to parents that the school is committed to 
providing a safe environment for the children.   
 
Student Achievement: 
The academic success of Hinkle Creek students can be attributed to three factors:  student 
work ethic, parent involvement, and instruction that provides rigorous and relevant 
academic challenges. The focus on specific student needs and high expectations for 
learning support the academic success of the majority of the Hinkle Creek students.  
Hinkle Creek has been, once again, recognized by the Indiana Department of Education 
as a 4 Star School for 2012-2013.  Data summary information is noted at the bottom of 
each graph within this document and will speak directly to the school’s performance on 
specific assessment indicators.   
 
Technology as a Learning Tool:   
The staff at Hinkle Creek is committed to students using technology to increase learning.  
Students use technology to complete the writing process, research curriculum subjects, 
and develop projects. Websites and textbook software have been utilized for computation 
practice, along with reinforcing language arts skills. Teachers utilize websites to increase 
knowledge and develop lessons. Online assessments provide teachers with immediate 
results in order to differentiate instruction.  Incorporating instructional strategies focused 
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on 21st Century Learning while integrating technology will move Hinkle Creek students 
towards a more globally rich education. 
 
Professional Development Program: 
After analyzing the school’s data, each school improvement subcommittee focuses on 
goals to improve student learning specific to their assigned curriculum: comprehension, 
writing, and problem solving.  The committees determined that teachers will use the 
Writer’s and Reader’s Workshop model, reading comprehension skills of fluency and 
questioning, and the skill of problem solving as the focus learning for our next 
improvement cycle.  During the summer retreat in July, and during August and 
September School Improvement committee work, each committee will assess and plan 
professional development and create a skeletal outline for the next year.  Committees 
organize and plan how we will provide professional development to the rest of the staff 
based on their goal during the coming year.  This plan will included writing notices to 
parents in the school newsletter and reminders to staff, delivering instruction to staff 
during professional development time, and organizing the staff to analyze data for their 
particular goal. 
	  
	  
SUMMARY	  OF	  AVERAGE	  YEARLY	  PROGRESS	  AND	  PUBLIC	  LAW	  221	  
	  
Average	  Yearly	  Progress	  
	   	   	   2013	  	  	  	  Met	  A.Y.P.	  Expectations	  

2012	  	  	  	  Met	  A.Y.P.	  Expectations	  
2011	  	  	  Met	  A.Y.P.	  Expectations	  

	   	   	   2010	   Met	  A.Y.P.	  Expectations	  
	   	   	   2009	   Met	  A.Y.P.	  Expectations	  
	   	   	   2008	   Met	  A.Y.P	  Expectations	  
	   	   	   2007	   Met	  A.Y.P.	  Expectations	  
	   	   	   	  
	  
	  
Public	  Law	  221	   	  
	   	   	   2013	  	  	  	  Exemplary	  	  (School	  Wide	  Grade	  =	  A)	  

2012	  	  	  	  Exemplary	  
2011	  	  	  	  Exemplary	  

	   	   	   2010	   Exemplary	  
	   	   	   2009	  	   Exemplary	  
	   	   	   2008	   Exemplary	  
	   	   	   2007	   Exemplary	  
	   	   	   	  
 
STATUTES AND RULES TO BE WAIVED 
 
Hinkle Creek Elementary School is not requesting any statutes or rules to be waived. 
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READING COMPREHENSION DATA, ANALYSIS, 
& CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
 
This graph represents an average comprehension percentage for literary text and non-
fiction text.  In third grade a slight decline in reading comprehension scores is observed.  
The third grade reading comprehension scores on ISTEP+ showed a slight decrease of 
4 % from 99% in 2010-11 to 95 % in 2014. Fourth grade reading comprehension scores 
on ISTEP+ showed a decrease of 4.3% from 95% in 2010-11 to 90.7 in 2011-12 school 
year. However, the comprehension scores increased from 2011-12 to 2014 by 3.3%. 
It should be noted the School Improvement team appreciated the increase in reading 
comprehension from 2013 to 2014 in 5th grade reading comprehension. 
 
Reading Comprehension Goal  – All students will improve their literacy skills across 
the curriculum. 
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ISTEP+ scores for comprehension have slightly decreased over the past three years with 
a slight increase of 3.3% in fourth grade from 2012-12 to 2012-13.   The data indicates a 
need for a continued focus on instructional comprehension strategies in all grades 
including remediation interventions provided in the primary and intermediate grades.  
 
The staff is currently continuing its focus on applying reading enrichment and 
interventions such as integrating reading comprehension strategies during leveled, 
modeled, guided, shared and independent reading, along with remediation opportunities 
for low scoring students.  
	  
	  

 
WRITING DATA, ANALYSIS, & CONCLUSIONS 

 

               
 
Information regarding ISTEP+ writing application performance data was reviewed.   
The ISTEP+ data for grades 3-5 regarding writing applications indicates a large number 
of students received passing scores (4, 5, 6) from 2011-2014.  Eighty percent of third 
grade students scored 4 or higher in 2012.  Eighty-eight percent of fourth grade students 
scored 4 or higher that same year.   
 
The 5th graders achieved a high benchmark seeing 90% of all students attaining at least 4 
points on the Applied Skills Writing.  However, 4th grade results indicate that 65% of 4th 
grade students earned 4 Pts. or more.  This is significantly lower than the 81% from the 
same group of students the year before in 2013.  This is an area of concern in which 
writing remediation and a stronger emphasis of teaching writing best practices will be 
implemented with this group of students. 
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Overall student performance indicates the writing curriculum utilized by the Hinkle 
Creek staff promotes growth over the course of the school year.  Students’ scores 
increased significantly since 2011. The desired application score for all Hinkle Creek 
students is 4, 5, or 6. Additional research-based strategies have been identified to 
strengthen instructional practices and improve the performance level of all students.  The 
writing traits of organization, fluency and word choice were targeted to improve student 
application scores. Strategies include mini lessons, kid friendly rubrics, and 6+1 writing 
traits, and writer’s workshop.   
	  

 
 
Information was gathered to review the percentages of higher-ability writing.  The 
Noblesville Schools writing mastery benchmark is for all students to attain at least 4 
points on the ISTEP Applied Skills writing assessment. Above average or exemplary 
writing can be considered for students attaining 5 or 6 points on a 6-point rubric.  Hinkle 
Creek students have shown growth in the past four years (2011-2014).  For example, the 
percentage of students attaining at least 5 points at least doubled in both 3rd and 4th grade 
from 2011 to 2013.  (Note:  Prior to 2013, 5th grade students attended Noblesville 
Intermediate School.)  The Hinkle Creek School Improvement Committee is carefully 
noting the low percentage (6%) of exemplary writing in 5th grade and 4% in 4th grade; 
and will further review future data and place ore emphasis on writing practices.   
 
In 2014, 4th grade students saw their percentage decrease from 28% in 2013 to 4% in 
2014.  This is a significant decrease and the school improvement team will target this as a 
necessary focus of improvement for the upcoming school year. 
 
 
Writing Goal:  All	  students	  will	  improve	  their	  literacy	  skills	  (writing)	  across	  the	  curriculum. 
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Hinkle Creek students have consistently performed well in mastering the writing process 
questions from the ISTEP assessment in all three-grade levels.   
 

 
 
Hinkle Creek is expecting improvement with the implementation of the Writer’s 
Workshop model.  Scores should correlate in that the more Pass + students taking an 
assessment would lend itself to an increase in the numbers of students earning 5/6 points 
on the Applied Skills Writing.  On the contrary, the figures decreased from 2013 to 2014. 
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* Note:  Prior to the 2012-13 school year, 5th grade students attended Noblesville 
Intermediate School. 
 
The school improvement committee is carefully monitoring the percentage of ass + 
students in relation to the percentage of above average writing application scores (5 or 6 
pts.).  There is a noted difference between the percentage of pass+ students and the 
percentage of those scoring 5 or 6 points on the writing rubric.  It is worth noting that the 
implementation of Writer’s Workshop during the 2013-14 school year,  helped boost the 
percentage of students attaining 5/6 points on the ISTEP writing prompt.  Future 
professional writing development will include researching and answering the question:  
“How can we better develop our students’ writing abilities to attain 5 or 6 points on the 
applied skills written response on ISTEP?”  The Hinkle Creek faculty is committed to 
improving instruction to meet the writing needs of all our students. 
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MATHEMATICS DATA, ANALYSIS, AND 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
         	  
 

        	  
	  
Note:  A steady increase is evident in Math Computation Mastery from 2012-2014. 
From 2012-2014, the number of 4th grade students attaining mastery in problems solving 
decreased slightly. In 4th grade, the mastery percentages decreased from 100% to 95%. 
 
It is worthy of noting that all of the problem solving and computation results were well 
above 90% mastery.. 
 
    
Goal: All students will improve their mathematical problem solving skills. 
 
As demonstrated on the previous graph Hinkle Creek students were at the expected 
performance level of 95+% in the area of problem solving on the ISTEP+ assessment by 
2010, and continued to improve until experiencing a decrease in scores in both 3rd and 4th 
grades in 2012. New instructional strategies were implemented in the last school 
improvement cycle to focus on dissecting problem solving questions using a step-by-step 
approach.   
 
Hinkle Creek believes overall combined ISTEP+ math scores have increased as a result 
of this change and will continue to focus on problem solving in this manner, while also 
increasing student interaction with those steps.   
 
The data shows a decrease in student performance on the basic skills section of ISTEP+. 
However, the applied skills section of ISTEP+ shows a slight increase on problems with 
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3 points possible, and a significant decrease in questions with 2 points possible. 
Therefore supporting constructed response as the area in which Hinkle Creek needs to 
focus.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
ISTEP+ Applied Skills – Mathematics (Problem Solving) 
 
A 9% decrease in the average percentage of all students solving 2 Point Applied Skills 
ISTEP problem solving questions from 2011 to 2012 indicated our students needed more 
instruction on problem solving strategies. After recovering six percentage points in 2013, 
scores again decreased 7% points from 2013 to 2014. 
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Hinkle continues to see a trend of a steady increase from 2011 to 2014.  It is evident that 
Hinkle Creek students have performed better on extended response problems than in 
2011.    
 
Hinkle Creek teachers will continue to revise and analyze strategies for students to 
improve on the Applied Skills portion of the ISTEP+, including placing a heavy 
emphasis on problems with multiple steps, such as those on the Applied Skills section 
worth both 2 and 3 points.   
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Hinkle Creek continues to surpass the 3rd  and 4th  grade state average by 17-21 
percentage points on an annual basis.	  	  The data reflects steady performance growth over 
the last three years. The data supports the notion that the current instructional and 
remediation practices are still very effective in challenging our students.  	  
 
 
Note:	  	  Hinkle	  Creek	  students	  in	  all	  three	  grade	  levels	  continue	  to	  score	  at	  a	  higher	  
percentage	  of	  Pass	  +	  students	  than	  other	  Noblesville	  Schools	  and	  Indiana	  state	  
schools.	  
	  
Hinkle	  Creek	  students’	  Pass+	  percentages	  are	  at	  or	  above	  the	  Noblesville	  and	  state	  
averages.	  	  After	  reviewing	  the	  data	  from	  previous	  years,	  the	  goals	  for	  Pass+	  in	  both	  
Language	  Arts	  and	  Math	  have	  been	  adjusted.	  	  These	  goals	  reflect	  a	  commitment	  
from	  the	  Hinkle	  Creek	  staff	  to	  utilize	  the	  School	  Improvement	  plans	  to	  guide	  our	  
students	  to	  the	  next	  level	  of	  performance.	  	  They	  also	  take	  into	  consideration	  the	  
hard	  work	  and	  high	  achievement	  already	  attained	  by	  the	  students	  at	  Hinkle	  Creek.	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
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3rd	  Grade	  ISTEP	  +	  Percent	  Passing	  Disaggregated	  Data	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3rd	  grade	  Disaggegated	  data	  reflects	  consistency	  in	  most	  sub-‐groups.	  	  Two	  areas	  of	  
concern	  are:	  	  Special	  Education	  students	  continue	  to	  perform	  in	  the	  80	  percentile.	  	  
Free	  /	  Reduced	  students	  saw	  a	  significant	  increase	  in	  Math	  scores	  in	  2014.	  
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4th	  Grade	  ISTEP	  +	  Percent	  Passing	  Disaggregated	  Data	  
	  

	  
	  
Note:	  	  Area	  of	  concern	  in	  2012	  Free	  /	  Reduced	  students	  has	  increased	  to	  a	  positive	  
93%	  in	  the	  past	  two	  years.	  
	  

	  
	  
Note:	  	  Special	  education	  continues	  to	  be	  an	  area	  needing	  concentration	  (77%).	  	  In	  
addition,	  Free/Reduced	  students	  saw	  their	  scores	  dip	  into	  79%	  ranking	  in	  2014.	  
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5th	  Grade	  ISTEP	  +	  Percent	  Passing	  Disaggregated	  Data	  
	  
	  

	  
	  
Note:	  	  A	  significant	  increase	  is	  evident	  in	  Free/Reduced	  students	  who	  are	  passing	  
ISTEP	  +	  in	  the	  past	  year	  	  (76%	  to	  88%).	  
	  
A	  significant	  decrease	  is	  evident	  in	  the	  percentage	  of	  Special	  Education	  students	  
passing	  ISTEP+	  in	  the	  past	  year	  (88%	  to	  73%).	  	  This	  is	  an	  obvious	  area	  needing	  
improvement	  and	  an	  area	  of	  focus	  for	  our	  school	  in	  the	  upcoming	  school	  year.	  
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Note:	  	  There	  is	  evidence	  of	  a	  significant	  drop	  in	  the	  percentage	  of	  Special	  Education	  
students	  passing	  ISTEP+	  in	  5th	  grade	  math	  in	  the	  past	  year.	  	  Performance	  scores	  in	  
the	  percentage	  passing	  rate	  showed	  a	  decrease	  from	  94%	  to	  80%.	  
	  

	  
Disaggregation	  Data	  Summary	  &	  School	  Improvement	  Commentary	  

	  
The graphs show the breakout of subgroups that have measureable data, which could 
affect instruction and programming goals.  In 2011-2012, third grade free and reduced 
lunch students dropped significantly in mathematics (see data analysis).  A similar drop 
occurred in 2013 testing.  The same drop occurred in fourth grade in language arts.  With 
the exception of the 2010-2011 third grade and 2009-2010 fourth grade special education 
performances, and 3rd grade 2012-13 F/R students, all areas are at or above the 90% 
benchmark.  The 95% level of performance correlates with our building goal for all 
students up through last year.  
 
The Hinkle Creek staff is aware and committed to analyzing data while implementing 
best math instructional practices to assist and support the Free / Reduced 3rd grade 
population (72% passing in 2012; 71% passing in 2013; 95% passing in 2014). A 
dedication to responsive teaching with our general education and special education 
teachers have helped with the significant improvement to the 95% passing rate in 2014.  
 
Data analysis for ethnicity and limited English was insufficient or not significant enough 
to report. 
 

Hinkle Creek Data Conclusions 
As demonstrated on the previous graphs Hinkle Creek Elementary School continues to 
perform well above the state average when comparing both third, fourth, and fifth grade 
students in average percent passing on the ISTEP+ assessment.  School Improvement 
goals and benchmark assessment data have been established to guide our instructional 
actions.  (See School Improvement Goals below.)  These goals provide a challenging and 
focused direction that guide instruction and remediation efforts for students as a group 
and as individuals.   
 
The percent passing data also provides three very important pieces of information when 
one begins the data drilldown.   

 
1.  Some student subgroups are extremely small (free/reduced, ethnicity) and on 
most reports appear insignificant.  With this in mind the Hinkle Creek staff must 
disaggregate data for individual students in order to compare their 
strengths/weaknesses with the gen. ed. population.  During the 2011 – 2012 
school year however, the student enrollment increased to over 750 and the 
free/reduced subgroup increased to 17%. In 2012-13, the student enrollment 
increased to over 960 and the free/reduced subgroup increased to 20%.   This 
increase has created a new subgroup at Hinkle Creek. Analysis of the data for this 
group will determine planning and instruction for future student performance 
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improvement.  Ethnicity data is consistent with the overall passing percentage of 
the general education population.  
 
2.   A noted sub group trend for special education (students with 
accommodations) is somewhat up and down in the third and fourth grades 
depending on the specific needs of each student.  2010-2011 was an exceptional 
year for this sub group as one student moved out after the first round of ISTEP+, 
one student moved in from out of state after the first round, and one student 
participating in the self-contained emotional disabled classroom was hospitalized 
due to mental instability during both assessment sessions.  All three students were 
identified as Undetermined, which with our small special education numbers, 
created a measurable drop in the average percent passing rate. 
Data demonstrates that special education students increase their passing rate from 
third grade through fourth grade.   
 
3.  Comparisons of cohort groups shows that third, fourth, and fifth grade students 
maintained or significantly improved their ISTEP+ scores over previous years.   
Proper idenitification of student needs coupled with the best instructional 
strategies improve student success at Hinkle Creek.  Continued refinement will be 
necessary for the changing needs of each group.  Double dosing instruction for 
students with IEPs has also improved their performance on the ISTEP+ 
assessment. 

 
Writing Improvement Goal 

 
Noblesville	  Schools	  

School	  Improvement	  Action	  Plan	  (Writing)	  
Goal	   All	  students	  will	  improve	  their	  literacy	  skills	  and	  write	  effectively	  for	  different	  purposes	  and	  

audiences.	  
Benchmarks	   By	  June	  30,	  2015,	  95%	  of	  Hinkle	  Creek	  students	  will	  pass	  the	  Language	  Arts	  state	  assessment.	  	  

By	  June	  30,	  2015,	  Hinkle	  Creek	  students	  will	  score	  an	  average	  of	  13%	  higher	  than	  the	  state	  
average	  on	  the	  state	  standardized	  Language	  Arts	  assessment.	  	  	  	  
(Evidence:	  	  Avg.	  	  12	  %	  difference	  in	  2014)	  

Supporting	  Data	  	   Areas	  of	  Greatest	  Progress	   Areas	  of	  Greatest	  Challenge	  
• Points	  obtained	  in	  Writing	  

Applications 
• Writing	  Process	  and	  Writing	  

Applications	  in	  Writing 

Conventions	  and	  Literary	  Text	  Questions	  

Targeted	  Subgroups	   Subgroups	  at	  Hinkle	  Creek	  have	  been	  identified	  as	  special	  education,	  high	  ability	  learners,	  and	  
language	  minority	  learners.	  

	  
Instructional	  Strategies	  (Teachers	  will…)	   Learning	  Outcomes	  (Students	  will…)	  

Implement	  a	  consistent	  writer’s	  workshop	  model	  
within	  the	  classroom	  (Mini	  lessons,	  conferring,	  
Guided	  Writing,	  Independent	  Writing,	  and	  
Purposeful	  sharing)	  

Write	  effectively	  for	  different	  purposes	  and	  
different	  audiences	  

Model	  and	  facilitate	  meaningful	  opportunities	  for	   Write	  effectively	  for	  different	  purposes	  and	  
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students	  to	  write	  in	  the	  content	  areas	   different	  audiences	  
Utilize	  anecdotal	  notes	  in	  guiding	  next	  steps	  for	  
whole	  group,	  small	  group,	  and/or	  individual	  
instruction.	  	  	  
	  
*Sub	  group	  students	  will	  receive	  differentiated	  
instruction	  during	  remediation/enrichment	  
blocks.	  	  	  
	  
*Sub	  group	  students	  will	  receive	  differentiated	  
instruction	  during	  remediation/enrichment	  
blocks	  to	  further	  support	  any	  recognized	  
deficiencies	  in	  literacy	  skills.	  

Confer	  with	  teacher	  and	  use	  teacher	  
recommendations	  to	  improve	  their	  writing.	  	  
Students	  will	  respond	  to	  differentiated	  
instruction	  to	  assist	  in	  closing	  any	  established	  
achievement	  gaps.	  

Develop	  mini	  lessons	  that	  are	  responsive	  to	  the	  
needs	  of	  students	  with	  the	  use	  of	  Anchor	  Texts	  
and	  Anchor	  Charts.	  

Refer	  to	  the	  Anchor	  Charts	  and	  utilize	  craft	  
techniques	  that	  are	  demonstrated	  by	  other	  
authors.	  

Model	  how	  to	  keep	  components	  of	  writing	  
organized	  in	  a	  folder,	  binder,	  or	  notebook.	  

Utilize	  a	  Writer’s	  Notebook,	  binder,	  or	  folder	  
organized	  and	  up	  to	  date	  throughout	  the	  year.	  

Use	  the	  corresponding	  grade	  level	  rubric	  (Lucy	  
Calkins)	  to	  assess	  student	  writing.	  

Refer	  to	  the	  writing	  rubric	  to	  assess	  and	  track	  
their	  own	  writing	  progress	  throughout	  the	  year.	  

	  	  
	  
Research	  Supporting	  
Instructional	  
Strategies	  

• Calkins, Lucy ( 2010) Launch an Intermediate Writing Workshop:  
Getting Started with Units of Study for Teaching Writing, Grades 3-5. 
Portsmouth: Heinemann  

• Calkins, Lucy (2010).  Launch a Primary Writing Workshop:  Getting 
Started with Units of Study for Primary Writing, Grades K-2. 

• Pinnell, G. & Fountas, K., (2011).  The Continuum of Literacy 
Learning Grades PreK-8 A Guide to Teaching.  Portsmouth:  
Heinemann. 

• Calkins, L., Hartman, A., & White, Zoe,  (2005) One to One:  The Art 
of Conferring with Young Writers, Portsmouth:  Heinemann. 

• Culham, R. (2005).  6+1 Traits of Writing:  The Complete Guide for 
the Primary Grades.  Portland:  Scholastic. 

• McCarney, S. & Wunderlich K., (2006).  Pre-Referral Intervention 
Manual 3rd Edition.  Columbia:  Hawthorne 

• OSU Department of Literacy and Instruction  
	  

	  
	  

Professional	  Development	  
Action	   Timeline	  

• Develop components of writer’s workshop 
focusing on mini-lessons, conferring, and 
guided writing. 

• Utilizing collaboration time for norming 
student writing. 

• Utilize the instructional coach or OSU 
trained instructors as mentors. 

• August 2014 – May 2015 
Implementation	  of	  Writer’s	  Workshop	  
• August 2014 – May 2016 
PLC	  Meetings	  once	  a	  week;	  Early	  Release	  Day	  
Collaboration	  Meetings	  
• August 2014 – May 2016 

Collaboration Teacher Days for PD 
	  
	  
	   	   Monitoring	  System	  

Action	   Review	  and	  Revision	  
• ISTEP+ scores writing scores are used to • Through out the year/Summer 
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identify students for remediation. (RTI 
plans) 

• Grade-level on-demand writing 
• Classroom walkthroughs (connected to 

implementation data) 

	  
• Beginning and end of each Unit of Study 
• BOY, MOY, EOY 

	  
	  
Assessments:	  	  Standardized	  and/or	  locally	  developed	  measures	  of	  progress	  toward	  the	  goal	  
	   	  
ISTEP+	  
Beginning	  and	  End	  of	  the	  “Units	  of	  Study”	  On-‐Demand	  writing	  prompts	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

rev	  8/14	  

 
 
 

Reading Comprehension Improvement Goal 
	  

Noblesville	  Schools	  
School	  Improvement	  Action	  Plan	  

Goal	   All	  students	  will	  improve	  their	  comprehension	  across	  the	  curriculum.	  
Benchmarks	   By	  June	  30,	  2015,	  95%	  of	  Hinkle	  Creek	  students	  will	  pass	  the	  Language	  Arts	  state	  assessment.	  

By	  June	  30,	  2015,	  Hinkle	  Creek	  students	  will	  score	  an	  average	  of	  13%	  higher	  than	  the	  state	  
average	  on	  the	  state	  standardized	  Language	  Arts	  assessment.	  	  	  
(Evidence:	  	  Avg.	  	  12	  %	  difference	  in	  2014)	  

Supporting	  Data	  	   Areas	  of	  Greatest	  Progress	   Areas	  of	  Greatest	  Challenge	  
• Answering basic responses to 

story questions 
	  
	  

• Interpreting and analyzing questions 
• Giving reasoning and proof on extended 

response questions in order to deepen the 
answer 

Targeted	  Subgroups	   Subgroups	  at	  Hinkle	  Creek	  have	  been	  identified	  as	  special	  education,	  high	  ability	  learners,	  
language	  learners	  -‐	  minority	  students.	  

	  
Instructional	  Strategies	  (Teachers	  will…)	   Learning	  Outcomes	  (Students	  will…)	  

Implement	  90+	  minutes	  of	  literacy	  instruction	  on	  a	  
daily	  basis,	  using	  different	  instructional	  techniques	  
to	  meet	  needs	  of	  all	  students	  (whole	  group,	  small	  
group,	  individual)	  

Actively	  participate	  as	  learners	  during	  90+	  
minutes	  of	  literacy	  learning	  
	  

Utilize	  anecdotal	  notes	  in	  guiding	  next	  steps	  for	  
whole	  group,	  small	  group,	  and/or	  individual	  
instruction.	  	  	  
	  
*Sub	  group	  students	  will	  receive	  differentiated	  
instruction	  during	  remediation/enrichment	  blocks	  

Confer	  with	  teacher	  and	  use	  suggested	  
strategies	  to	  improve	  literacy	  capabilities.	  
	  
Work	  with	  resource	  staff	  and	  remediation	  staff	  
to	  get	  added	  instructional	  support	  with	  difficult	  
skills.	  
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to	  further	  support	  any	  recognized	  deficiencies	  in	  
literacy	  skills.	  
Develop	  mini	  lessons	  that	  are	  responsive	  to	  the	  
needs	  of	  students,	  using	  anchor	  charts	  for	  student	  
reference	  

Refer	  to	  anchor	  charts	  during	  independent	  
reading	  as	  a	  guide	  for	  effective	  reading	  strategy	  
practice	  

Model	  and	  facilitate	  meaningful	  opportunities	  for	  
students	  to	  write	  about	  reading	  across	  the	  
curriculum	  

Practice	  writing	  about	  reading	  for	  different	  
purposes	  and	  different	  audiences	  

Provide	  students	  daily	  independent	  reading	  time	   Actively	  engage	  in	  daily	  independent	  reading	  
time	  

Model	  and	  facilitate	  finding	  evidence	  and	  writing	  
toward	  an	  extended	  response	  question	  

Practice	  answering	  extended	  response	  
questions	  by	  finding	  evidence	  and	  writing	  a	  
well	  written	  response	  

	  	  
	  
Research	  Supporting	  
Instructional	  
Strategies	  

• Fountas and Pinnell, The Continuum in Literacy Learning – 
Grades Pre K – 8, Heinemann 2011 

• Susan Zimmerman & Chryse Hutchins, 7 Keys to 
Comprehension, Three Rivers Press 2003 

• Guided Reading Implementation Rubric 
• Fisher and Frey, The Purposeful Classroom, ASCD 2011 
• Noblesville Schools Framework 
• Frank Serafini, Around the Reader’s Workshop in 180 Days 
• Kathy Collins, Growing Readers 

	  
	  

Professional	  Development	  
Action	   Timeline	  

• Develop understanding and knowledge 
on reader’s workshop, moving toward 
full implementation 

• Collaboration times will be utilized for 
sharing reader’s workshop methods, 
mini-lessons, and unit planning 

• Use of The Continuum and other 
research supported instructional 
strategies to enhance planning for 
literacy instruction 

• 2014- Spring of 2015 
Reader’s	  Workshop	  Training	  in	  ERD	  activities	  
Expected	  Implementation	  in	  Aug.	  2015	  

• 2014-2015 
Weekly	  PLC	  Meetings;	  Quarterly	  PD	  
Collaboration	  Days	  

• 2014-2015 
Reader’s	  Workshop	  Training	  in	  ERD	  activities	  
Expected	  Implementation	  in	  Aug.	  2015	  

 
	  
	  
	   	   Monitoring	  System	  

Action	   Review	  and	  Revision	  
• Classroom instructional walkthrough  
• Begin implementation of TAG 

(Response rubric) 
• ISTEP, Acuity, I-Read 
• Dibels, Foutas and Pinnell 

Benchmarking 

• Aug. – Sept. 
• Monthly 
• Ongoing 
• Beginning of year, middle of year, end 

of year 

	  
	  
Assessments:	  	  Standardized	  and/or	  locally	  developed	  measures	  of	  progress	  toward	  the	  goal	  
	   	  
F	  &	  P	  Benchmarking	  (gr	  K-‐5)	  –	  BOY,	  MOY,	  EOY	  
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Dibels	  testing	  (gr	  k-‐1)	  –	  BOY,	  MOY,	  EOY	  
Acuity	  Language	  Data	  (gr	  3-‐5)	  –	  BOY,	  MOY,	  EOY	  
	  
	  

rev	  8/14	  

 
 
 
 

Math Problem Solving Improvement Goal 
 

Noblesville	  Schools	  
School	  Improvement	  Action	  Plan	  

Goal	   All	  students	  will	  improve	  their	  mathematical	  problem	  solving	  skills.	  
Benchmarks	   By	  June	  30,	  2015,	  95%	  of	  Hinkle	  Creek	  students	  will	  pass	  the	  standardized	  math	  state	  assessment.	  

By	  June	  30,	  2015,	  Hinkle	  Creek	  students	  will	  score	  an	  average	  of	  13%	  higher	  than	  the	  state	  
average	  on	  the	  state	  standardized	  Math	  assessment.	  	  	  (Evidence:	  	  Avg.	  	  11	  %	  difference	  in	  2014)	  

Supporting	  Data	  	   Areas	  of	  Greatest	  Progress	   Areas	  of	  Greatest	  Challenge	  
ISTEP+	  Pass	  percentages	  have	  remained	  
high	  

Although	  scores	  in	  Math	  remain	  high,	  the	  Applied	  
Skills	  portion	  continues	  to	  be	  an	  area	  of	  struggle	  

Targeted	  Subgroups	   Subgroups	  at	  Hinkle	  Creek	  have	  been	  identified	  as	  Special	  Education,	  High	  Ability	  Learners,	  and	  
Language	  Minority	  Learners.	  

	  
Instructional	  Strategies	  (Teachers	  will…)	   Learning	  Outcomes	  (Students	  will…)	  
Teachers	  will	  model	  and	  teach	  problem	  solving	  
vocabulary	  and	  Lucky’s	  Steps	  for	  Problem	  
Solving	  which	  will	  be	  displayed	  and	  modeled	  in	  
the	  classroom	  for	  reference	  during	  daily	  
lessons.	  	  

Students	  will	  explain	  Lucky’s	  Steps	  for	  
Problem	  Solving	  and	  use	  them	  to	  solve	  
constructed	  response	  problems.	  . 
	  

Teachers	  will	  provide	  a	  constructed	  response	  
or	  problem	  solving	  question	  for	  students	  
utilizing	  problem	  solving	  strategies	  in	  their	  
daily	  curriculum.	  

Students	  will	  complete	  constructed	  responses	  
to	  a	  variety	  of	  problems	  utilizing	  Lucky’s	  Steps	  
for	  Problem	  Solving. 
	  

Teachers	  will	  utilize	  close	  reading	  strategies	  to	  
help	  students	  understand	  what	  the	  question	  is	  
asking.	  	  

Students	  will	  interactively	  use	  Lucky’s	  Steps	  
for	  Problem	  Solving	  to	  complete	  problem-‐
solving	  questions	  with	  a	  sharp	  focus	  on	  
dissecting	  questions	  to	  find	  important	  
information.	  

Teachers	  will	  require	  students	  to	  interactively	  
participate	  with	  and	  physically	  represent	  the	  
process	  used	  to	  solve	  constructed	  response	  
problems	  and	  include	  a	  label	  when	  
appropriate.	  
A	  progressive	  system	  for	  teaching	  constructed	  
response	  will	  continue	  to	  be	  developed	  for	  K	  
through	  grade	  5	  utilizing	  the	  TAG	  strategy.	  
	  
*Sub	  group	  students	  will	  receive	  differentiated	  
instruction	  during	  remediation/enrichment	  

Students	  K-‐5	  will	  use	  some	  form	  of	  the	  TAG	  
strategy	  to	  solve	  constructed	  response	  
problems.	  
	  
Work	  with	  resource	  staff	  and	  remediation	  
staff	  to	  get	  added	  instructional	  support	  with	  
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blocks	  to	  further	  support	  any	  deficiencies	  in	  
problem-‐solving	  skills.	  

difficult	  skills.	  

	  	  
	  
Research	  
Supporting	  
Instructional	  
Strategies	  

National	  Math	  Panel	  Fact	  Sheet.	  (March	  2008).	  Retrieved	  on	  March	  14,	  2008,	  
from	  http://www.ed.gov/	  
about/bdscomm/list/mathpanel/	  
report/final-‐factsheet.html	  
	  
Understanding	  of	  21st	  Century	  Skills	  and	  Outcomes.	  Retrieved	  on	  April	  13,	  
2011,	  from	  http://ali.apple.com/	  
acot2/skills/	  

Why	  Is	  Teaching	  With	  Problem	  Solving	  Important	  to	  Student	  Learning?	  
Retrieved	  on	  June	  28,	  2014,	  from	  
http://www.nctm.org/news/content.aspx?id=25713	  
	  

	  
	  

Professional	  Development	  
Action	   Timeline	  

Cross	  grade	  level	  collaboration	  will	  take	  place	  
regarding	  instructional	  methods	  for	  problem	  
solving	  based	  upon	  constructed	  response	  data.	  

August	  2014-‐May	  2016	  

Data	  analysis	  will	  be	  used	  to	  improve	  instruction	  
and	  student	  learning	  in	  Quarterly	  Collaboration	  
Meetings	  and	  in	  weekly	  PLC	  meetings.	  

August	  2014-‐May	  2016	  

Collaboration	  time	  will	  be	  utilized	  for	  instruction	  
on	  the	  use	  of	  TAG	  strategies.	  	  

August	  2014-‐May	  2015	  

Teachers	  will	  explore	  options	  for	  writing	  RTI	  
plans	  in	  math.	  	  

August	  2014-‐May	  2015	  

	  

	  
	   	   Monitoring	  System	  

Action	   Review	  and	  Revision	  
• ISTEP+, Acuity, and Everyday Math Unit 

Assessment scores will be used to identify 
students for remediation and RTI plans.  

• Classroom walkthroughs will be utilized to 
monitor implementation of TAG and 
Lucky’s Problem Solving Steps. 

• On-going process during the school year 
	  
	  
• Beginning, middle, and end of year 
	  

	  
	  
Assessments:	  	  Standardized	  and/or	  locally	  developed	  measures	  of	  progress	  toward	  the	  goal	  
	   	  
ISTEP+	  
Acuity	  
Everyday	  Math	  Unit	  Assessments	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

rev	  8/2014	  
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